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Analogy—Choose 2 words 

 

 

 

From each set of brackets, choose a word that completes the sentence in the most 
suitable way. Underline both words. 

 Puppy is to (owl, dog, lion) as kitten is to (fish, rabbit, cat) 

1. Baby is to (cot, play, young) as bird is to (feather, nest, fly). 

2. Spoon is to (metal, mix, drawer) as knife is to (wooden, cut, handle).  

3. Teacher is to (bus, school, kitchen) as doctor is to (office, train, hospital). 

4. Pen is to (write, pot, ink) as pencil is to (lead, sharpen, erase).  

5. Paw is to (frog, claw, cat) as hoof is to (tree, horse, tiger). 

6. Choir is to (sing, church, concert) as troupe is to (paint, dance, run).  

7. Kitten is to (ball, cat, whiskers) as puppy is to (walk, bark, dog).  

8. Chair is to (lead, sit, bend) as bed is to (draw, plant, lie). 

9. Four is to (three, fore, try) as two is to (drink, too, also). 

10. Football is to (kit, goal, stadium) as tennis is to (court, rally, match). 

11. Pig is to (pork, mutton, veal) as cow is to (lamb, beef, bacon). 

12. Apple is to (beer, gin, cider) as grape is to (wine, tea, milkshake). 

13. Money is to (purse, spend, cost) as clothes are to (wardrobe, outfit, washing).  

14. Precise is to (exact, point, vague) as generous is to (misery, giving, gift).  

15. Hammer is to (saw, nail, screw) as gavel is to (court, judge, block).  

16. Fish is to (walk, slither, swim) as bird is to (run, walk, fly). 

17. Film is to (buy, rent, watch) as book is to (pages, read, words).  

18 Shout is to (flood, whisper, follow) as bold is to (banter, timid, brave). 

19. Tree is to (branches, oak, forest) as comb is to (hair, brush, teeth).  

20. Tooth is to (dentist, teeth, smile) as witch is to (witches, magic, spell).  

21. Hole is to (grown, whole, entire) as grown is to (groan, full, whistle). 

22. Catch is to (ball, caught, cold) as go is to (went, stop, car).  

23. Flower is to (dream, pansy, flour) as course is to (grave, shallow, coarse). 

24. Rain is to (water, precipitation, storm) as wind is to (sail, coat, hurricane).  

25. Seven is to (odd, number, eleven) as turquoise is to (sky, blue, colour).  

26. July is to (May, June, December) as seventh is to (second, fourth, sixth). 


